News Release

Unisem Receives Supplier Excellence Award from Allegro MicroSystems
Kuala Lumpur, 23 March 2015 - Unisem was recently honored with the Supplier
Excellence Award from its valued customer Allegro MicroSystems. Allegro is a leader
in developing, manufacturing and marketing high-performance semiconductors.
This award recognizes Unisem’s outstanding service and support to Allegro.
Mr. Marc Levesque, Vice President, Supply Chain Management of Allegro noted,
“During the past 18 months, Unisem Ipoh was ranked as Allegro’s number one
semiconductor subcontractor supplier. Unisem’s exemplary performance to quality,
delivery, cost, customer satisfaction and technology has ranked the company the
highest amongst its peers and has provided Allegro with the support required to
deliver similar results to our customers. This award demonstrates the positive impact
of our strong management collaboration, which is an essential recipe to assuring
great success for both of our organizations.”
Upon receipt of the award, Mr. CS Ho, COO of Unisem Ipoh commented, “We are
honored that Allegro has presented us with this prestigious award. We look forward
to our continued partnership with Allegro and to ensuring top quality service and
support to all of our customers worldwide.”
About Unisem
Unisem is a global provider of semiconductor assembly and test (OSAT) services for many of the world's most
successful electronics companies. We offer an integrated suite of packaging and test services such as wafer
bumping, wafer probing, wafer grinding; a wide range of leadframe and substrate IC packaging; wafer level CSP;
and RF, analog, digital, and mixed signal test. Our turnkey services include design, assembly, test, failure analysis,

and electrical, mechanical, and thermal characterization and modeling. Unisem is an established MEMS OSAT with
several years of experience in volume consumer and automotive production, in addition to a broad package
portfolio covering multiple applications. The company has factory locations in Ipoh, Malaysia; Chengdu, People's
Republic of China; Batam, Indonesia; and Sunnyvale, USA. Unisem is headquartered in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
For additional information on Unisem, please visit: www.unisemgroup.com. Follow Unisem on Twitter and on Linkedin.
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